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Precessing vortex breakdown mode in an enclosed cylinder flow
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The flow in a cylinder driven by the rotation of one endwall for height to radius ratios around three
is examined. Previous experimental observations suggest that the first mode of instability is a
precession of the central vortex core, whereas a recent linear stability analysis to general
three-dimensional perturbations suggests a Hopf bifurcation to a rotating wave at lower rotation
rates than those where the precession mode was first detected. Here, this apparent discrepancy is
resolved with the aid of fully nonlinear three-dimensional Navier–Stokes computations. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368849#
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The flow in an enclosed right-circular cylinder of heig
H and radiusR, filled with an incompressible fluid of kine
matic viscosityn, and driven by the constant rotation,V
rad/s, of one of its endwalls has been widely studied.1–13The
main motivation for these studies has been that over a ra
of the governing parameters, Re5VR2 /n andL5H/R, there
exist flow states with recirculation zones located on the c
tral vortex, commonly referred to as vortex breakdow
bubbles~Re is Reynolds number!. In spite of the numerous
numerical and experimental studies, there continues to
considerable controversy with fundamental aspects of
flow, particularly with the question of if and how the bas
state ~steady and axisymmetric! breaks symmetry and be
comes time dependent.

The linear stability analysis8 of the basic state to axisym
metric disturbances was performed over a large range o
pect ratioL. However, forL*2.8 it was not consistent with
Escudier’s1 experimental observation that ‘‘forH/R.3.1,
the first sign of nonsteady motion is a precession of the lo
breakdown structure,’’ suggesting that the basic state,
this larger L, loses stability to a nonaxisymmetric mod
However, when nonaxisymmetric perturbations were
cluded in the stability analysis,13 there continued to be dis
crepancies with Escudier’s observations. Escudier observ
precession, by which he presumably meant a mode with
muthal wave numberm51, at Re'3.03103 for L;3,
whereas the stability analysis forL;3 showed that the basi
state loses stability via a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
Re'2.73103 to anm54 rotating wave state. Here, this a
parent disagreement is resolved by solving the Navi
Stokes equations using a fully nonlinear three-dimensio
spectral-projection scheme.

The equations governing the flow are the Navier–Sto
equations. The main difficulty in numerically solving the
equations is due to the fact that the velocity vector and
pressure are coupled together through the continuity eq
tion. An efficient way to overcome this difficulty is to use

a!Electronic mail: lopez@math.la.asu.edu
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so-called projection scheme.14,15Here, we use a stiffly stable
semi-implicit ~i.e., the linear terms are treated implicitl
while the nonlinear terms are explicit! second-order projec
tion scheme.16 For the space variables, we use a Legend
Fourier approximation. Specifically, the azimuthal directi
is discretized with a Fourier expansion withk11 modes
corresponding to azimuthal wave numbersm50,1,2,...k/2,
while the axial and vertical directions are discretized with
Legendre expansion. One then only needs to solve, at e
time step, a Poisson-like equation for each of the veloc
components and for pressure. These Poisson-like equa
are solved using an efficient spectral-Galerkin method.17,18

All the results presented here have 64 Legendre modesr
and z and 15 Fourier modes inu, and the time step isdt
50.05.

We have computed the flow at a fixed aspect ratioL
53.0, at several Re, starting with the basic steady axisy
metric flow. The basic state in this problem, steady and a
symmetric for low Re numbers, is nontrivial, having detail
structure in bothr andz. The main features of this base flo
consist of a thin Ekman-type boundary layer on the rotat
disk whose thickness scales with Re21/2; the presence of the
stationary sidewall turns the Ekman layer into the inter
producing a swirling axisymmetric jet. At Re52730, there is

FIG. 1. Contors atz50.8L of: ~a! the axial velocityw and ~b! its pertur-
bation wp for the m54 RW at Re52850 andL53.0. Contour levels are
6max(a)(i/20),i P@1,20#, for a5w and wp , respectively. Solid~dashed!
lines are positive~negative! levels.
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Contours of the axial velocity
w of the m54 RW at Re52850 and
L53.0 in meridional planes as indi
cated. Contour levels are6max(w)
3(i/20), for i P@1,20#; solid ~dashed!
lines are positive~negative! levels.
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a supercritical Hopf bifurcation to a rotating wave~RW! with
azimuthal wave numberm54, in good agreement with th
linear stability analysis.13 Figure 1 show contours of the axia
velocity and its perturbation~obtained by subtracting the az
muthalm50 mode!. The m54 mode is clearly visible, bu
the region close to the axis remains steady and axisymme
This is more apparent in Fig. 2, showing meridional sectio
of the flow at four different angles covering an azimuth
periodp/2. Them54 mode can only be observed inside a
around the strong jet close to the wall. The bifurcation to
m54 RW corresponds to an instability of this jet. Escudie
experiments focused on the behavior of the vortex bre
down bubbles located in the central vortex. He introduc
die on the axis through the top endwall, and visualized
structures near the axis using a laser sheet. This explains
he reported steady axisymmetric vortex breakdown str
tures at Re52850. We have selected this value (Re52850)
away from the bifurcation point (Re;2730), in order to
have a well developed azimuthal mode.

By increasing Re to 2900, a secondary bifurcation ta
place. It is a supercritical Naimark–Sacker bifurcation~a
Hopf bifurcation of limit cycles!. The RW bifurcates to a
two-torus, a modulated rotating wave~MRW!. A second fre-
quency appears, associated with the azimuthal modem51,

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the kinetic energiesE0 , E1 , andE4 for the MRW
at Re52900 andL53.0.
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absent in the RW. The evolution of the MRW was monitor
through time series of energies in each azimuthal Fou
modem

Em~r ,z!5
1

2 E0

2p

um"um* r du, Em5E
0

HE
0

R

Em~r ,z!dr dz,

~1!

whereEm(r ,z) is the kinetic energy density in~r,z! andEm is
the total kinetic energy of them azimuthal mode. Figure 3
shows the time evolution of the kinetic energiesE0 , E1 , and
E4 started with the RW at Re52850 as the initial condition.
After ten revolutions of the rotating disk, the flow evolves
the m54 RW at Re52900, but this state is unstable. Ov
several thousand endwall rotations, the azimuthal modem
51 grows and eventually saturates, extracting energy fr
the m50 and 4 modes of the RW. The growth rate of t
m51 mode is 931024, this small value indicates that thi
state is close to the bifurcation point.

Figure 4 shows contours of the axial velocity and
perturbation~obtained by subtracting the azimuthalm50
mode! for the MRW at Re52900. Them54 mode is clearly
visible, and as in the lower Re case, is localized away fr
the axial vortex. The newm51 mode manifests itself on an
near the axis. In fact, we can analyze the spatial structur
each mode separately. Figure 5 shows three-dimensional
spectives of the perturbation of the axial velocity for the tw

FIG. 4. Contours atz50.8L of: ~a! the axial velocityw and ~b! its pertur-
bation wp for the MRW at Re52900 andL53.0. Contours levels are
6max(a)(i/20),i P@1,20# for a5w and wp , respectively. Solid~dashed!
lines are positive~negative! levels.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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1681Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 6, June 2001 Precessing vortex breakdown mode
azimuthal modes. Isosurfaces of them51 mode are shown
at 10% of maximum in~a! and close to zero in~b!. The
maximum of them51 mode is located close to the axis. Th
m54 isosurface close to zero is shown in~c!, and~d! shows
the isosurface of the perturbation~including all azimuthal
modes other thanm50!, at 20% of maximum, showing th
interplay between them51 and 4 modes.

How would this MRW flow appear in Escudier’s exper
ment? Figure 6 shows a meridional section of the flow
four different angles covering an azimuthal period 2p since
it involves m51. The m54 mode can only be observe
inside and around the outer jet, as in Fig. 5; in fact, tak
only four snapshots at multiples ofp/2, the modem54 is
not seen in Fig. 6. However, for the MRW, them51 azi-
muthal mode manifests itself at the axis in the form o
precession of the vortex breakdown bubbles. If the exp
ment focuses on the behavior of these bubbles at the a
only the m51 precessing mode will be observed, and
would appear as the first nonsteady manifestation when
creasing Re.

The apparent discrepancy between Escudie
experiments1 and the linear stability analysis13 is now re-
solved. Each one detected different aspects of the same
that take place in different spatial domains. By looking on
near the axis in the experiment, them54 jet mode is not
noticed and only the processingm51 mode is seen at R
'3.03103. However, the stability of the flow is a globa
property, and the linear stability analysis reports the bifur

FIG. 5. Three-dimensional perspectives of~a! and ~b! isosurfaces of them
51 mode ofw, at 10% of maximum and close to zero, respectively,~c! of
the m54 mode ofw close to zero, and~d! the complete perturbationwp at
20% of maximum showing the interplay of bothm51 and 4 modes, for the
MRW at Re52900 andL53.0.
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tion to an m54RW at a lower value, Re'2.73103. The
spatial region affected by the bifurcating mode can only
determined by looking at the eigenvectors, and finding
secondary bifurcation to the~m51, m54! MRW requires
the full nonlinear computation of the bifurcated flow, as do
here.

In Fig. 7, contours of the axial velocity perturbation
corresponding to the~a! m51 mode and~b! m54 mode at

FIG. 7. Contours ofw corresponding to~a! the m51 mode and~b! the m
54 mode atz levels as indicated for the MRW at Re52900 andL53.0.
Contour levels are68.531023( i /40), for i P@1,40#; solid ~dashed! lines
are positive~negative! levels.
-

FIG. 6. Contours ofw for the ~m51,
m54! MRW at Re52900 and L
53.0, in meridional planes as indi
cated. Contour levels are6max(w)
3(i/20), for i P@1,20#; solid ~dashed!
lines are positive~negative! levels.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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four different axial locationsz are displayed. The maximum
perturbation for them54 mode is located close to the to
stationary endwall and away from the axis, essentially ins
the swirling jet. In contrast, the maximum perturbations
the m51 mode are located close to the axis and the
stationary endwall. The precise location of these maximu
and their relationship with the swirling jet is more clear
seen in Fig. 8, where contours of the time-averaged kin
energy densities of the~b! m51 and ~c! m54 modes are
presented. Figure 8~a! shows contours of the time-average
kinetic energy density of them50 axisymmetric mode, de
tailing the structure of the basic flow and the swirling jet,
order to locate the maximums of the perturbations with
spect to these flow features.

The present fully nonlinear three-dimensional compu
tions also are very helpful in determining the physic
mechanism responsible for both bifurcations. The swirl
jet emanating from the corner where the rotating endw
meets the sidewall advects fluid with angular momentum
wards and slightly into the interior, at an angle of about 5°
can be seen in Fig. 8~a!. The top stationary endwall turns th
fluid in towards the axis, leading to a centrifugally unstab
situation, between the tip of the jet with largev and the
sidewall withv50. This instability mechanism of the swirl
ing jet results in them54 RW bifurcating from the basic
state. This type of jet-type instability has also been repor
in this flow at different aspect ratios.11,19From Fig. 8~a!, it is
seen that the fluid near the top endwall converges toward
axis, where it collides with itself at the axis, rebounds, a
continues to flow down the axis with damped undulatio
These undulations lead to the formation of two recirculat
bubbles at the present aspect ratioL53.0,5 and are clearly
visible in Figs. 2 and 6. Note that them51 perturbation has
local maxima where the jet rebounds from its collisions
the axis. This suggest that the precessing mode, origin

FIG. 8. Contours of the kinetic energy densities~time averaged! of the m
50, m51, andm54 modes, for the MRW at Re52900,L53.0. Contour
levels for them51 and 4 modes are 2.331023( i /40), and for them50
mode 0.5(i /40)3, for i P@1,40#. Note, the left boundary of each plot is th
axis, the right boundary is the stationary cylinder wall, the top is the
tionary endwall, and the bottom is the rotating endwall.
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observed by Escudier, could be due to instabilities associ
with these undulations when Re becomes large enough.
issue requires further investigation, but the present result
provide one precise piece of information concerning the p
cessing mode: it is an instability~supercritical Naimark–
Sacker bifurcation! of the m54 RW state~as is manifested
by Fig. 3!, and not an instability of the steady axisymmetr
basic state. This is further reinforced by the linear stabi
analysis13 that shows that forL;3, the basic state is no
unstable to modem51 for Re,4000.
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